INTERNATIONAL MEDIA CENTRE (IMC)

The IMC will be located in the Ministry of Culture, San Borja district.

The following working environments will be available to the accredited national and international press during the Summit:

- **Press Room**: on the 1st floor of the Kuelap Tower. It will have more than 300 workstations, Spanish/English - English/Spanish simultaneous interpretation service, and Wi-Fi signals. Summit sessions will be broadcast via closed circuit TV (CCTV), including floor audio.
- **Stand up positions**: at the front of the Ministry of Culture building. Use subject to booking of time slots.
- **TV Sets**: located on the first floor of the Ministry of Culture (lobby).
- **Interview Rooms**: located inside the *Sala Paracas*, on the first floor of the Ministry of Culture. Use subject to booking of time slots. Filming equipment not included.
- **Press Conference Rooms (2)**: The *Sala Nazca* (for 300 people) and the *Sala Mochica* (for 150 people) on the first floor of the Ministry of Culture.
- **Booths for national and international news agencies/media (limited number)**: These press offices will be located on the 3rd floor of the Kuelap Tower. They will have Wi-Fi signals, official TV signal broadcasting the Summit activities, and furniture.
- **Parking for TV Trucks for Live News Coverage and/or Transmission of audiovisual material (limited number)**: Use will be subject to availability, upon request, and vehicle accreditation.
CONFERENCE PROGRAM

Information related to the Official Program of the VIII Summit of the Americas and the Press Conferences will be provided in due course.
PRESS

SERVICES FOR THE MEDIA

The national and international media accredited to the event will have the following services to carry out their work during the VIII Summit of the Americas:

- Wireless connection throughout the Media Centre (for text and photo streaming - no video)
- CCTV with the official signal of the Summit and audio floor.
- Simultaneous interpretation (English/Spanish- Spanish/English) of the official activities during the Summit.
- Satellite Imagery Service (paying a service fee and on demand)
- Access to the Press Conference Rooms.